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ATMR - CLASS CC - 
FAST-ACTING
Amp-Trap ATMR fast-acting fuses are 
the smallest dimension 600V fuses 
suitable for branch-circuit protection. 
The ATMR is a popular choice for 
economical protection of control circuits 
and control circuit transformers where 
available short circuit currents exceed 
10,000 amperes. 

ATMR’s rejection dimensions prevent substitution by 
lesser rated fuses. 

These fast-acting fuses give current-limiting protection to 
general circuits.

A2D-R - 
TIME-DELAY
Amp-Trap 2000 SmartSpot 
time-delay A2D-R fuses 
provide IEC Type 2 “no 
damage” protection to existing 
mains, feeders, and branch 
circuits serving motor and 
non-motor loads. A2D-R 
fuses will open fast enough 
under extreme fault conditions 
for maximum short circuit 
protection to prevent damage 
to motor starters, switches, 
and other circuit components, yet also provide the time-
delay needed for motor in-rush currents. A2D-R fuses 
can be used to replace obsolete 250V Class H, K or RK5 
fuses already installed in the fi eld.

ATQR - CLASS CC - 
TIME-DELAY
ATQR small-dimension fuses 
feature time-delay characteristics 
ideally suited for the high inrush 
currents of control transformers, 
solenoids, and similar inductive 
loads. 

Mersen’s Amp-Trap 2000 ATQR 
fuses provide superior protection 
for the branch circuits of electrical 
distribution systems.

USCC & USM

Mersen UltraSafe modular fuseholders introduce a 
new level of safety for class CC and midget fuses up 
to 30 amperes. UltraSafe fuseholders qualify as “fi nger 
safe” under IEC and DIN standards to an IP20 grade of 
protection, including fuse changing (with the fl ick of a 
fi nger). 

UltraSafe fuseholders 
are available in 1, 2, 
3 or 4 poles, with or 
without visual blown-
fuse indicators in each 
pole. Multiple poles can 
be assembled in the fi eld 
by ordering and installing 
pin-tie handles. UltraSafe 
fuseholders save up to 15% 
mounting space and any 
combination can be snapped 
onto 35mm DIN rail for extra 
savings in panel building time. 

Choose class CC fuses for Type “2” no-damage 
protection, one of the safest protection packages in 
the industry. The UltraSafe body material is tough 
and durable polyamide, with exceptional insulating 
properties.

AJT - CLASS J - 
TIME-DELAY

Amp-Trap 2000 time-delay AJT fuses 
provide IEC Type “2” (No Damage) 
protection to main, feeder, and branch-
circuits, for all types of loads - yet, they 
require only half the mounting space 
needed for 600V UL Class RK fuses. 

Time-delay characteristics 
handle motor in-rush currents 
without nuisance trips. 
Its current-limiting ability 
and wide range of ratings 
provide excellent overcurrent 
protection for all your 
applications. 

An optional mechanical blown fuse indicator and 
Microswitch is available on blade-type (70 to 600A) 
fuses for visual and/or remote blown fuse indication.



ATDR
Amp-Trap 2000 time-delay ATDR 
small-dimension fuses provide IEC 
Type 2 “no damage” protection to 
your facility’s increasingly sensitive 
branch circuit components and 
small motors - minimizing the risk 
of fault-related damage. 

ATDR Class CC fuses deliver the 
best time-delay characteristics in 
their class with excellent cycling 
ability for small motor loads.

TR-R - CLASS RK5 - 
TIME-DELAY
Tri-Onic TR-R current-
limiting time-delay fuses are 
engineered for overcurrent 
protection of motors, 
transformers, service entrance 
equipment, feeders and 
branch-circuits. 

The time-delay characteristics 
of the TR-R safely handle 
harmless starting currents and 
inrush currents associated 
with today’s motors and 
transformers.

TRS-R - CLASS RK5 - 
TIME-DELAY
Tri-Onic TRS-R current-limiting time-delay fuses 
are engineered for 
overcurrent protection 
of motors, transformers, 
service entrance 
equipment, feeders and 
branch-circuits. 

The time-delay 
characteristics of the 
TRS-R safely handle 
harmless starting 
currents and inrush 
currents associated 
with today’s motors and 
transformers.

A2K-R - 
CLASS 
RK1 - 
FAST-
ACTING

Current-limiting Amp-Trap 
A2K-R fuses provide 
excellent protection 
where high available 
short-circuit currents exist. 

These fast-acting fuses are 
particularly good for branch/feeder 
circuits and back-up protection.

OTS

One-Time OTS general purpose 
fuses provide low cost protection for 
feeder and branch-circuits serving 
lighting, heating, and 
other non-motor loads. 
OTS fuses will safely 
interrupt available short 
circuit currents up to 
50,000 amperes in all 
ratings. OTS fuses are 
not rejection fuses and 
care should be taken to 
ensure that replacement 
fuses do not have lower 
interrupting ratings than 
original fuses. 

OT

One-Time OT and OTN general purpose fuses provide 
low cost protection for feeder and branch-circuits serving 
lighting, heating, and other non-motor loads. OT and 
OTN fuses will safely interrupt available short-circuit 
currents up to 50,000 amperes in all ratings. OT and 
OTN fuses are not rejection fuses and care should be 
taken to ensure that replacement fuses do not have 
lower interrupting ratings than original fuses. OTN(15-
60) satisfy the Canadian electrical code requirement for 
Type P low melting-point, non-time-delay fuses.
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EMD # UNITY PART #

8346478 UNT6478

8407729 UNT7729

8414678 UNT4678

8439559 UNT9559

9330514 UNT0514

9330515 UNT0515

40028900 UNT8900

8004543 UNT4543

8004544 UNT4544

8004545 UNT4545

8004546 UNT4546

8004547 UNT4547

8004548 UNT4548

8004570 UNT4570

8004990 UNT4990

8039935 UNT9935

8042739 UNT2739

8060582 UNT0582

8127050 UNT7050

8127051 UNT7051

8127052 UNT7052

8127052 UNT7052-1

8146357 UNT6357

8152419 UNT2419

8173044 UNT3044

8269046 UNT9046

8298557 UNT8557

8300582 UNT0582

8375338 UNT5338

40063368 UNT3368

40057877 UNT7877

40094835 UNT4835

GE # UNITY PART #

41A240633P1 UNT33P1

41A240633P3 UNT33P3

41A240634P2 UNT34P2

41A240635P1 UNT35P1

41A240636P1 UNT36P1

41A240637P1 UNT37P1

41A240637P2 UNT37P2

41A240638P1 UNT38P1

41A243135P1 UNT135P1

41A296132P1 UNT32P1

41A296134P3 UNT34P3

41A296134P4 UNT34P4

41A296134P5 UNT34P5

41A296134P6 UNT34P6

41A296321AAP1 UNTAAP1

41A2400634P4 UNT634P4

41A2400634P5 UNT634P5

41A240634P1 UNT34P1

41A296321ABP3 UNTABP3

41A296321ABP4 UNTABP4

41A296321ABP5 UNTABP5

41A296321ABP6 UNTABP6

41A296321ACP1 UNTACP1

41A296321ACP2 UNTACP2

41A296321AEP1 UNTAEP1

41A296321AEP2 UNTAEP2

41A296321AFP3 UNTAFP3

41A296321AKP1 UNTAKP1

41A296321AWP1 UNTAWP1

41A296321AXP1 UNTAXP1

41A296321AXP2 UNTAXP2

41A296321BAP1 UNTBAP1

41A296321BBP1 UNTBBP1

41A296321BHP1 UNTBHP1

41A296321BNP1 UNTBNP1

41A296321BNP100 UNTP100

41A305039P1 UNT39P1

41B561230P1 UNT30P1

41B562563P1 UNT63P1

Unity Railway Supply Co., Inc.
805 Golf Lane
Bensenville IL 60106

Phone: 630-595-4560
Fax: 630-595-0646
Email: sales@unityrailway.com


